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Due to the nature of my role in the group, most of my contributions are not entirely visible, so screen-
shots of the game would be ambiguous except on a few places, where it is clear what I have achieved.

Game Engine
– Game Timer – I implemented the game timer event which is the calculation of delta time based 

on the CPU cycles performed between loops in the main game loop. This is done so that the 
game would run at the same pace on different machines and the simulation wouldn't run faster 
on faster CPU's as would be the case if delta time was not considered. The problem that was 
faced was that delta time was slightly different on every frame within a  really small range but 
big enough for noticeable unpleasant changes in the simulation, getting the average delta time 
of the last 30 or so frames, as suggested everywhere, did not help and i came up with the 
solution of averaging the last 60 frames every 1000 frames and working out delta time based on 
that. This gives the smoothest results, even across different computers.

– Physics Simulation Spaceship  – Created the physics simulation which I then used for the 
physics simulation on our hero spaceship. Initially I made the spaceship movement as realistic 
as possible to the real world physics in space. Soon we realised that it is quite difficult for the 
player to handle inertial forces and since this was not the main purpose of the game it distracted 
the player from the main objectives... Thus I implemented another design which I came up with, 
featuring unrealistic physical movements but much more intuitive and easy to control, which 
was our main aim.

–   Movement - The movement and rotation where achieved by using Quaternions as I was 
encountering gimbal locks by using Euler rotations initially. 

– The spaceship also uses an animation matrix on top of the simulation one, and that is how i 
could manage to get the banking motion when turning... combining yaw with a limited roll. 
This animation matrix was used for the ship strafe (sideways motion) which I did but which 
unfortunately did not make it to the final game for design reasons.

– – Camera (catch-up camera) – The implementation of the Catch-up camera was one of 



the biggest challenges as it had to have many of the features of modern racing games and at the 
same time provide the sense of movement and speed in space which is the main issue even with 
AAA space games in the industry. The Camera is transformed in Discreet space as it is based on 
the movement of the spaceship. I save the last number of frames of the spaceship into a circular 
buffer which i then use for the transformation of the camera. I found out that the best effect was 
achieved when the translation of the camera was only a frame behind and the rotation was 
nearly ten frames behind. These values are appropriate for the physics simulation and 
constraints that we had.
Camera effects - Camera shake was added at every drastic change of the rate of acceleration, 
when the ship is about to collide with an object or when it is about to enter a black hole;
The Field Of View (FOV) also changes dynamically based on the velocity, distorting the screen 
on the sides by using a really wide lens at high speeds, creating the impression of movement 
with high speed. Getting a smooth transition of the FOV was the biggest issue with this method.

– Game Environment “World” - Developed the logic to do with the “game world” which is to 
say the generation of objects, the limits, borders and boundaries between different game objects. 
We tackled the universal space game problem of unlimited space by creating a universe sphere 
or radius (not visible) which would be our playable environment. I implemented the solution 
that the player would reenter the sphere from the exact opposite from where he exited it. This 
created a continuous game-play without the need for procedural generation of environment on 
the fly, which would be far beyond the scopes of this project. To avoid losing the game illusion, 
we decided to make the event of exiting and reentering the universe in the opposite place a 
“black hole” event... we warn the player before he teleports, that he is approaching a black hole 
with a number of different visual and sound warnings that I worked on. 
Next I did the positioning of the asteroids and static game objects which based on a pseudo 
random algorithm, which is using a type of Poisson distribution called rejection sampling. A 
new environment is generated in real time every new game, thus the game never looks exactly 
the same. The algorithm that I derived uses radius' of influence of the different objects and takes 
into accound the universe and spawn radius'. Hence the objects should never collide with each 
other and should never be into each others influences. 

Shaders
– Lighting – I implemented the lighting using 3 directional lights and per-fragment shading done 

in the pixel (fragment) shaders.  I wrote a part of the shader which does the lighting 
computation, which implements classic Phong shading and integration of Diffuse, Specular and 
Normal maps.

– Effects – allot of the effects in the game where achieved using FBOs (Frame Buffer Objects)
The Energy 
Sphere around the 
player (when a 
crystal is 
destroyed) uses a 
shader which 
distorts the 
textures uv's based 
on the time and a 
damage value, 
using a sin wave... 

This gives the impression of smooth distortion when not shot and a high frequency distortion 



for a second when being shot at, to demonstrate that theship has been hit but the energy shield 
has absorbed the damage.  
I also integrated the damage and the star-warp effect that where given as textures by Merve.

–

Sound
– Configuration -  Was involved in the configuration of SDL Mixer which is the sound library 

that we are using to play music and sounds.
– Integration – had to find a great number of the sounds and used Adobe Audition and Audacity 

to make make them fit for the game as conversions, changes in amplitude, cuts etc. Also 
Integrated most of the sounds and event triggers into the code across the different classes. 

Gameplay
– Game logic – I worked on the game conditions based on the different game states that we 

decided to have. The issues of when does  the player die, what conditions need to be met for the 
ship to explode, enter black hole, sound warnings, restore health, have energy sphere and so on 
where all handled by different timer events along with buffers of data which is stored. Also the 
change in difficulty and it's results was partially my job as well as the result (stats) handling at 
the end.

– Narrative – I derived the simple narrative of the game and linked it with the visuals that we had 
at the time. I also worked a little while in my “free” time on a cinematic which did not make it 
to the game as we had no time to make SDL run video.



Optimisation
– Frustum culling – Implemented frustum culling on the asteroids so that only those asteroids are 

drawn which are in the viewing frustum. This way we where able to massively optimise and 
where able to have 1000 asteroids more than our limit without having slowing down. 

– Went through all the code with Chen-Yuan (Josh) and optimised lots of places where it could 
cause a potential problem.

Re-factoring, Merging, Testing and Debugging
– Re-factoring – I was involved in the initial porting to SDL and making the project that we had 

so far run with SDL.
– I helped Josh (who was the main integrator) with some of the merging of the code and the 

integrations every once in a while.
– I was heavily involved at the end stage in testing and receiving bugs from other play testers and 

fixing all known issues with the game.


